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ABSTRACT
Microblogs have become the preferred means of communication for
people to share information and feelings, especially for fast evolving
events. Understanding the emotional reactions of people allows
decision makers to formulate policies that are likely to be more
well-received by the public and hence better accepted especially
during policy implementation. However, uncovering the topics
and emotions related to an event over time is a challenge due
to the short and noisy nature of microblogs. This work proposes
a weakly supervised learning approach to learn coherent topics
and the corresponding emotional reactions as an event unfolds.
We summarize the event by giving the representative microblogs
and the emotion distributions associated with the topics over time.
Experiments on multiple real-world event datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach over existing solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Microblogging platforms have become a popular means of com-
munication among users especially for the sharing of news and
opinions as events unfold in the real-world. This has led to extensive
research in event analysis in microblogs which encompasses topic
mining and event summarization. Existing works on summarizing
an event based on the textual content of microblogs mostly provide
a general factual summary [3, 12, 14, 19, 28] without considering
users’ emotional reactions. Yet, having a good understanding of the
emotional responses of users is useful for policy makers.

Figure 1 shows an example of the summary with the correspond-
ing users’ reaction for the tweets collected over a period of 60 days
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using keywords corona, coronavirus and nCov during the COVID-19
outbreak. We observe that at the start of the outbreak, the pri-
mary emotion was afraid as new confirmed cases and death have
increased in China and subsequently found in Iran. As the death
toll in China rose sharply, the dominant emotion was sad. This be-
came afraid again when the first case was confirmed in New York,
revealing that people recognized that COVID-19 might become a
pandemic. When Italy reported a significant number of new covid
cases on 16 March, people were mostly surprised, possibly at the
high rate of disease infection. Their emotions turned to afraid when
the healthcare system was reported to be on the verge of being
overwhelmed. When countries started to go into lockdown, the
dominant emotion was sad as people stayed at home. There was a
rare moment of happy emotion when Lady Gaga announced the
funds raised to help fight the pandemic. This example highlights the
additional insights gained when we have an event summarization
with both a comprehensive coverage of the topics as well as the
corresponding users’ reactions. Knowing the emotions of the peo-
ple as an event unfolds could enable governments or organizations
provide better support to them, especially during a crisis.

Generating an event summarywith coherent topics and emotions
in microblogs is a challenge as the tweets are short and noisy, with
facts peppered with users’ emotional reactions. Further, users often
use the same emotional words across different topics, and the same
words may be used to express both facts and emotions. For example,
the tweets "the children are safe" and "be safe" contain the word
"safe". However, the former conveys the fact that the children are
safe, while the latter expresses the emotion hoping that one stays
safe. Statistical topic models such as [20, 25, 31, 34, 38] learn topics
based on the co-occurrences of words. Having words that convey
both facts and emotions may lead to tweets from different topics
being clustered together, thus affecting the quality of the models
learned. This raises the need to differentiate whether a word is
conveying fact or emotion.

In this work, we propose a weakly supervised topic-emotion
model that takes into consideration words conveying factual in-
formation about a topic, and words expressing the emotions of
the users. Our model does not rely on the availability of labeled
training data to learn topics and emotions. We summarize the event
using representative microblogs and emotion distributions of topics
found. Extensive experiments on real world event datasets demon-
strate that our approach is able to learn coherent topics as well as
changes in emotional reactions as an event unfolds. Case studies
on the Mexico Earthquake event shows that our summary is more
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Figure 1: Summary of COVID-19 outbreak over 3.2M tweets collected from Feb 6th to Apr 9th 2020.

informative compared to state-of-the-art solutions. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work on event summarization to
include both facts and user emotions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Event summarization in microblogs have mostly focused on gener-
ating a textual summary of the event [3, 4, 10, 12, 17, 32] and ignored
user reactions. Traditional summarization approaches utilize either
k-means clustering [12, 32] or detect volume peaks in microblogs
[3, 4, 10] to identify subevents and pick the most representative
microblogs to summarize the subevents.

Another approach employs topicmodels for clusteringmicroblogs
before picking representative tweets from each topic cluster [17].
However, the short and noisy nature of the microblogs make the
learning of topics challenging. TwitterLDA [34] assumes each mi-
croblog is associated with a single topic and classifies the words in
a microblog into background and topic words. [29] aggregates the
microblogs with similar hashtags, while [11, 25] use word embed-
ding [24] to create pseudo-documents and learn topics directly from
these documents. [20, 38] use the topic model itself to generate the
pseudo documents by modeling the pseudo document assignment
of a short text as a latent variable. All these models do not consider
user emotions when learning the topics.

Several works have tried to model both topics and emotion.
[36] extracts topics using LDA [2], and the emotion of each mi-
croblog is determined using a supervised emotion classifier. The
topic-emotion models in [9, 16, 26, 27, 35] learn a supervised topic-
aware emotion classifier. These models rely on labeled training data
and hence their ability to generalize to new topics is limited.

Other works have considered sentiments (positive, negative, and
neutral) and adopted weakly supervised approach to learn coarse-
grained topic-sentiment from documents. JST [21] extends LDA
with a new sentiment layer where a word generation depends not

only on the topic but also on the sentiment. TS [5] is a variant of
JST where the position of sentiment and topic layer is swapped.
Both JST and TS are designed for documents and do not address the
challenges in learning topics from short texts. [33] extends JST for
microblogs and proposes a topic-sentiment model called LDST to
jointly model topics, sentiment, time and geolocation information
for tracking topics and sentiments held by users in different loca-
tions over time. [15] designs a model based on JST, called MJST, and
incorporates emoticons as a separate modality. BST [13] imposes
a bias layer on top of a topic-sentiment layer to classify words as
either subjective or objective before assigning the topic-sentiment
label. These methods do not differentiate words conveying the
factual information about a topic from user sentiment.

3 EMOTION-TOPIC MODELING
We design a weakly supervised topic-emotion model, called ETM
that takes into account words that convey factual information from
words that convey emotions. LetM be the set of microblogs. Each
microblog is pre-processed and transformed into a bag of words.
Similar to Twitter-LDA [34], we assume that each microblog is
associated with one topic. Let Z = {z1, z2, ...} be the set of topics,
and E = {e1 , e2, ...} be the set of emotions associated with the
topics. Both z ∈ Z and e ∈ E are distributions over some vocabulary
V = {v1,v2, ....}. Each v ∈ V can be one of the following type:

(1) generic if it appears in almost all the topics associated with
some event, e.g. "election", "earthquake",

(2) specific if it conveys some facts, e.g. "collapsed", or
(3) emotional if it expresses some emotion, e.g. , pray, .

This allows the same word to be used to convey fact or emotion or
both. Moreover, the emotional words are independent of topics, so
the same emotional word can be associated with different topics.
During the learning, the model samples a word type for each word
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Figure 2: Graphical model representation of ETM

Table 1: List of key notations

Notation Description
Dir (x ) Dirichlet distribution with prior x
Multi(x ) Multinomial distribution with prior x
ϕZ Topic distribution of an event
ϕG generic word distribution
ϕT Distribution of word type in a microblog belonging to

specific/generic/emotional

ϕOe emotional word distribution of an emotion e
ϕSk specific word distribution of the topic k
ϕEk Emotion distribution of a topic k
K Number of topics
c−(i, j )x,i,wj

No. of times w j is assigned to x inmi excluding the
position (i, j)

c−(i, j )x,∗,wj No. of times w j is assigned to x in all microblogs ex-
cluding the position (i, j)

c−(i, j )x,i,∗ #words assigned to x in documentmi excluding the
position (i, j)

c−(i )x,∗ #microblogs assigned to x excludingmi

in a microblog as either generic or specific or emotional, discards the
generic words and utilizes the specific words and emotion associated
with the emotional words to determine the topic discussed in a
microblog. Figure 2 gives the graphical model representation and
the notations used are summarized in Table 1.

The generative process proceeds as follows:
(1) Draw the topic distribution ϕZ ∼ Dir (βZ )
(2) Draw the generic word distribution ϕG ∼ Dir (λG )
(3) For each emotion e ∈ {1, 2, ...},

• Draw the emotional word distribution ϕOe ∼ Dir (λO )
(4) For each topic k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K},

• Draw the specific word distribution ϕSk ∼ Dir (λS )

• Draw the emotion distribution ϕEk ∼ Dir (βE )

(5) For each microblogmi ,
• Draw the topic assignment zi ∼ Multi(ϕZ )
• Draw the word-type distribution ϕTi ∼ Dir (βT )

(6) For each wordw j inmi ,
• Draw the word type assignment tj ∼ Multi(ϕTi )

• If tj indicates specific, then draw a wordw j ∼ Multi(ϕSk )

• If tj indicates generic, then draw a wordw j ∼ Multi(ϕG )

• If tj indicates emotional, then draw an emotionoj ∼ Multi(ϕEk )

and then draw a wordw j ∼ Multi(ϕEoj )

We employ Gibbs sampling to infer the latent variables z, t, and o
with the following update rules:

P(tj = S |z,w, ...) ∝ (βTS + c
−(i, j)
S,i,∗ ) ×

λSw j
+ c

−(i, j)
zi ,∗,w j

|V |∑
v=1

λSv + c
−(i, j)
zi ,∗,v

P(tj = G |w, ...) ∝ (βTG + c
−(i, j)
G,i,∗ ) ×

λGw j
+ c

−(i, j)
G,∗,w j

|V |∑
v=1

λGv + c
−(i, j)
G,∗,v

P(tj = O |z,w, ...) ∝ (βTO + c
−(i, j)
O,i,∗ ) ×

λOw j
+ c

−(i, j)
oj ,∗,w j

|V |∑
v=1

λOv + c
−(i, j)
oj ,∗,v

P(oj = e |z,w, ...) ∝ (βEe + c
−(i, j)
zi ,∗,e ) ×

λOw j
+ c

−(i, j)
e,∗,w j

|V |∑
v=1

λOv + c
−(i, j)
e,∗,v

P(zi = k |t ,w,o, ...) ∝ (βZk + c
−(i)
k,∗ ) ×

∏
tj=S

λSw j
+ c

−(i, j)
k,∗,w j

|V |∑
v=1

λSv + c
−(i, j)
k,∗,v

×

∏
tj=O

λEoj + c
−(i, j)
k,∗,oj

|E |∑
e=1

λEe + c
−(i, j)
k,∗,e

Once the latent variables are learned using Gibbs sampling, the
specific word distribution and the emotion distribution of kth topic
can be computed as follows:

ϕSk (vj ) =
λSvj + ck,∗,vj
|V |∑
v=1

λSv + ck,∗,v

ϕEk (ej ) =
βEej + ck,∗,ej

|E |∑
e=1

βEe + czi ,∗,e

where ϕSk (vj ) and ϕ
E
k (ej ) are the probabilities of the word vj and

emotion ej appearing in the specific word and emotion distribution
of the kth topic respectively.

4 EVENT SUMMARY GENERATION
Temporal peaks in microblogs is a good indicator of the emergence
of subevents. We adapt the peak detection algorithm OPAD [23] to
determine the subevents.

We first apply our topic-emotion model ETM in each subevent
to discover the hot topics associated with it. After learning the
topics and its corresponding emotional reactions in each subevent,
we generate the event summary over time by summarizing each
topic with a representative microblog and its emotion distribution
learned. We compute the similarity between a microblogmi and
the specific word distribution ϕSk of the topic k as follows:

similar ity(mj , ϕSk ) = (1 − DKL (Θmj | |ϕ
S
k )norm ) (1)
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where Θmj is the word distribution ofmj , and DKL()norm is the
normalized value of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [18], which
measures the distance between two distributions D1 and D2:

DKL (D1 | |D2) =
∑
w

p(w |D1)loд
p(w |D1)

p(w |D2)
(2)

A lower KL divergence score indicates that the two distributions
D1 and D2 are more similar to each other.

The microblog with the highest similarity score is selected as the
representative microblog. If there are more than one microblogs
with the same highest scores, we pick the one that is posted by a
user with the largest number of followers and reposts.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proach using the datasets published by [1, 30, 37].We select different
types of events that occurred in the last 5 years. We use the Twit-
terAPI1 to retrieve the tweets based on the published tweet IDs
and retain only those tweets that are in English. We preprocess the
tweets by removing user mention, URL, stop words and words with
frequency less than 5. The remaining words in the tweets, hashtags
(without their # symbols ) and emojis form the vocabulary. Table 2
gives the characteristics of these event datasets.

Table 2: Statistics of the event datasets

Event dataset # Tweets Period # Subevent
Wimbledon 668,280 11-12 Jul 2015 3
Oscar Celebration 271,508 28 Feb 2016 2
Irish Election 566,195 3 Feb to 6 Mar 2016 4
Ontario Election 1,071,314 28 Apr to 14 Jun 2018 4
Mexico Earthquake 263,354 30 Sep to 6 Oct 2017 3
COVID-19 Outbreak 3,182,017 4 Feb to 9 Apr 2020 8

5.1 Experiments on Topic Models
We compare our emotion-topic model ETM with the following
topic-sentiment methods:

• JST [21]. This model extends LDA with a sentiment layer
where the word generated depends on topics and sentiments.

• TS [5]. This is a variant of JST where the position of the
topic and sentiment layers are swapped.

• LDST [33]. This sentiment topic model jointly models topics,
sentiments, time and geolocation information.

• BST [13]. This model extends JST with an additional bias
layer where a word is tagged as either subjective or objective.

• MJST [15]. This model extends JST to incorporate emoticons.
These topic-sentiment models samples a topic and, a sentiment
for each word in a microblog during the learning and generate
word distribution per each topic-sentiment pair and, sentiment
distribution per topic at the end of the learning. We adapt these
model by replacing the sentiment layer with an emotion layer.

Even though our model does not require any labeled training
data to learn topics and emotions, we provide a few seed words
to the model during the initialization of latent variables. We use 5
1https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/api-reference-index.html

emojis per emotion from the lexicon [7] and 40 words per emotion
as the emotional seed words. By keeping Ekman’s big six emotions
[6], afraid, anger, disgusted, happy, sad and surprise as the initial
seed word for each emotion respectively, emotional seed words are
expanded by iteratively adding their synonyms. For fair comparison,
we provide the same emotional seed words to all the models during
the initialization of latent variables. We also extract the top 10
frequent hashtags as seed words for the generic words. Table 3
shows sample of the emotional seed words.

Table 3: Sample emotional seed words

Sample words
Afraid fearful, helpless, terrible, ,
Anger angry, annoy, hate, ,
Disgusted disgust, shame, embarrass,
Happy joy, cheer, love, ,
Sad sorrow, sorrowful, hurt, ,
Surprise amaze, stunned, magnificent, ,

A manual analysis reveals that the majority of the subevents
have 4-5 topics. The settings for the 6 concentration parameters are:
βZ = 1, βE = 0.1, βT = 0.1, λG = 0.1, λS = 0.01, and λE = 0.01.
A small value indicates that the distribution is concentrated on a
small set of values [17]. The number of burn-in and total iterations
for Gibbs sampling are 50 and 300 respectively as done in [5, 27, 35].
The results reported are averaged over five runs.

5.1.1 Evaluation of Topics Learned. We first examine the effective-
ness of the various methods to learn coherent and comprehensive
topics for an event. Besides the topic-emotion models, we also
compare ETM with the following:

• Twitter-LDA [34]. This method assumes a single topic as-
signment for an entire tweet.

• LDA-Agg [29]. This method uses hasthtags to cluster the
tweets and then learns topics using LDA [2].

• EMB [25]. This method uses embeddings to cluster short
texts into a long pseudo-text before inferring topics.

We use the Pointwise Mutual Information metric (PMI) [8, 11, 38]
to measure the coherence of topics learned by the various methods.
The intuition behind PMI is that if the top words of a topic co-
occur frequently relative to the number of times the words appear
individually, then the words are more likely to form a cohesive topic.
LetW = {w1, .....,wN } be the top-N words of a topic z, P(w) be the
probability of wordw determined using the number of occurrence
of the word w , and P(w1,w2) be the probability of words w1 and
w2 occurring together. Then the PMI of z is given by

PMI (W ) =
2

N ∗ (N − 1)

N∑
i=2

i−1∑
j=1

loд
P (wi , w j )

P (wi ) ∗ P (w j )
) (3)

Table 4 shows the PMI of the various methods when number of
topics K is set to 5. We see that ETM significantly outperforms
existing topic models as well as topic-sentiment models. Note that
LDA-Agg model has no result as it is unable to handle the large
number of tweets in the COVID-19 dataset.
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Table 4: PMI of top N specific words

Top-N Words Topic Models Adapted Sentiment Topic Models
Twitter-LDA LDA-Agg EMB JST TS LDST BST MJST ETM

Wimbledon
5 0.8126 0.4091 0.7714 0.3869 0.7293 0.345 0.3438 0.4704 0.9615
10 0.465 0.2792 0.5494 0.1795 0.5536 -0.1567 0.0707 0.1803 0.7333
20 0.0797 0.0273 0.1589 -0.1681 0.2342 -0.4632 -0.2766 -0.2114 0.3859

Oscar Celebration
5 0.7255 0.6714 0.6718 0.3515 0.6198 0.2001 0.4744 0.3531 0.9903
10 0.4904 0.3142 0.378 0.0973 0.3089 0.1815 0.2119 0.0012 0.7285
20 0.1825 0.1792 0.1333 -0.1606 0.1255 -0.1092 -0.0763 -0.1906 0.28

Irish Election
5 0.6811 0.4406 0.4303 0.2072 0.5384 0.2646 0.0093 0.2297 0.9905
10 0.4728 0.3023 0.4739 0.148 0.4347 0.0183 0.0531 0.1231 0.7094
20 0.2999 0.2199 0.2807 0.0092 0.2627 -0.0783 -0.0611 0.0105 0.4402

Ontario Election
5 0.4314 0.424 0.4851 0.4347 0.4454 0.2533 0.3683 0.4821 0.7764
10 0.3546 0.3633 0.3865 0.2862 0.3216 0.1664 0.2198 0.3041 0.657
20 0.2416 0.2667 0.3013 0.1513 0.227 0.0674 0.0845 0.1716 0.4621

Mexico Earthquake
5 0.8849 0.6807 0.7584 0.3832 0.7473 0.478 0.2412 0.2128 1.367
10 0.6005 0.4935 0.5261 0.0471 0.4489 -0.0749 -0.1233 -0.044 1.0337
20 0.2009 0.3193 0.2134 -0.3156 0.175 -0.4231 -0.4118 -0.3188 0.4326

COVID-19 Outbreak
5 0.5838 _ 0.4748 0.144 0.4318 -0.0043 0.01 0.1464 0.8565
10 0.4874 _ 0.4187 0.1145 0.3707 0.0362 -0.014 0.0548 0.6645
20 0.385 _ 0.3574 0.0884 0.3145 -0.0184 -0.0395 0.0207 0.477

Table 5: Top 10 emotional words learned in the Mexico earthquake dataset

ETM TS MJST
Afraid terrible, fresh, panic, small, , much,

hit, government, , handling
city, news, new, survivor, mexi-
coearthquake, victim, week, help, hit,
aid

rescue, survivor, search, mexican, hit,
help, effort, killed, victim, quake

Anger city, anger, aftershock, building, re-
sponse, rubble, third, man, nature, res-
cued

oaxaca, people, search, city, magnitude,
dog, help, frida, new, jittery

victim, help, frida, relief, never, sofia,
survivor, rescuer, donate, response

Disgusted bring, frida, many, consolation, mother,
sorry, , , 2, team, job

new, magnitude, 2017, city, shake, time,
relief, mexicoearthquake, toll, help

dog, rescue, strike, building, frida, life,
rubble, day, ago, km

Happy , , , love, , , , great, , thankful magnitude, victim, city, rescue, hit, dog,
new, strike, effort, min, 19

help, people, hurricane, affected, de,
puerto, please, rico, victim, relief

Sad , , , , praying, lost, , make, sad, shake, new, city, survivor, help, rescue,
quake, death, 2, ago

magnitude, new, shake, jittery, hit, 2,
strong, quake, relief, southern

Surprise political, good, prayer, rock, thank, girl,
damn, everyone, omg, beautiful

rescue, victim, quake, city, people, latest,
help, death, hurricane, shake

magnitude, 2017, oaxaca, september,
strike, 2, coast, new, 09, hit

5.1.2 Evaluation of Emotions Learned. Next, we examine the emo-
tion distributions of topics learned by the various models. Table 5
compares the emotional words learned by ETM, TS and MJST. We
observe that the majority of the emotional words learned by ETM
convey user emotions. In contrast, the emotional words learned by
TS and MJST are dominated by factual words and do not convey
the emotion listed.

We also examine the diversity of emotion distributions ϕE of K
topics learned. This is given by:

Diversity(ϕE ) =
1

K ∗ (K − 1)

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1,i,j

DKL (ϕEi | |ϕEj )) (4)

where DKL is computed using Equation 2.
A diversity value close to zero indicates the distributions are

similar to each other. Figure 3 shows the performance of the models
as we vary the number of seed words per emotion from 10 to 45.
We observe that ETM has the highest diversity compared to the

rest. In particular, Mexico Earthquake has high diversity values [0.5-
0.7] implying that users have expressed very different emotions for
different topics, e.g., sad for ’death toll’, happy for ’rescue with Frida’.
The diversity values for both the election datasets are low [0.2-0.3],
indicating that the range of emotions displayed across multiple
topics are similar. On the other hand, the diversity values for the
other methods are almost close to zero with similar emotional
distributions across multiple topics.

The reason why ETM is able to identify the diverse emotional
reactions is because we consider the type of a word, whether it is
generic, specific or emotional while learning the emotional reactions
associated with a topic. Only emotional words are assigned an emo-
tion, ensuring that words conveying user emotion are accounted
for in the emotion distribution.
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Table 5: Top 10 emotional words learned in the Mexico earthquake dataset

ETM TS MJST
Afraid terrible, fresh, panic, small, , much, hit,

government, , handling
city, news, new, survivor, mexicoearthquake,
victim, week, help, hit, aid

rescue, survivor, search, mexican, hit, help,
effort, killed, victim, quake

Anger city, anger, aftershock, building, response,
rubble, third, man, nature, rescued

oaxaca, people, search, city, magnitude, dog,
help, frida, new, jittery

victim, help, frida, relief, never, sofia, sur-
vivor, rescuer, donate, response

Disgusted bring, frida, many, consolation, mother, sorry,
, , 2, team, job

new, magnitude, 2017, city, shake, time, relief,
mexicoearthquake, toll, help

dog, rescue, strike, building, frida, life, rubble,
day, ago, km

Happy , , , love, , , , great, , thankful magnitude, victim, city, rescue, hit, dog, new,
strike, effort, min, 19

help, people, hurricane, affected, de, puerto,
please, rico, victim, relief

Sad , , , , praying, lost, , make, sad, shake, new, city, survivor, help, rescue, quake,
death, 2, ago

magnitude, new, shake, jittery, hit, 2, strong,
quake, relief, southern

Surprise political, good, prayer, rock, thank, girl,
damn, everyone, omg, beautiful

rescue, victim, quake, city, people, latest,
help, death, hurricane, shake

magnitude, 2017, oaxaca, september, strike,
2, coast, new, 09, hit

(b) Wimbledon Tournament (c) Oscar Celebration (d) Irish Election

(e) Ontario Election (f) Mexico Earthquake (g) COVID-19 Outbreak

Figure 3: Diversity for varying number of emotional seed size

Table 6: Average ROUGE scores for Mexico earthquake.

ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-3
Twitter-LDA 0.3633 0.4324 0.1785 0.1183
LDA-Agg 0.3365 0.4226 0.1597 0.0923
EMB 0.3051 0.4357 0.1447 0.0467
JST 0.3642 0.4462 0.1894 0.1178
TS 0.3538 0.4391 0.1887 0.1231
LDST 0.333 0.4183 0.1517 0.0788
BST 0.358 0.4418 0.1774 0.0946
MJST 0.3461 0.4379 0.1706 0.0897
ETM 0.4241 0.4787 0.2391 0.1652

learned are almost evenly distributed with no clear dominant emo-
tion, which is not very useful for decision makers. One possible

reason for the indistinguishable emotional responses is because it
does not distinguish words that convey factual information from
user emotion. Hence, words conveying factual information getting
an emotion assignment result in evenly distributed emotion dis-
tributions. On the other hand, the summary generated by ETM
captures the dominant emotion for most of the ground truth topics
and the change in emotion across the topics over time, e.g., afraid
for ’search for survivors’ changes to happiness for ’rescue with Frida’.

Tables 7 and 8 show the topics and corresponding dominant emo-
tions identified by ETM, TS and MJST in the first two subevents of
the Mexico Earthquake against the ground truth topics and domi-
nant emotions obtained from human volunteers. We see that the
summary generated by our proposed ETM has the highest coverage

Figure 3: Diversity for varying number of emotional seed size

5.2 Experiments on Event Summarization
Finally, we examine the summaries generated by various models
using the Mexico Eathquake dataset. Here, the number of topics per
interval is 4. As there is no ground truth topics nor emotions for the
datasets and it is not feasible to manually go through thousands of
tweets to identify hot topics and the corresponding dominant emo-
tions, we select the smallest dataset, the Mexico Earthquake dataset
for this experiment. Three volunteers individually are asked to se-
lect four representative tweets and identify the dominant emotion
expressed towards the topic, if any.

We use the ROUGE metric [22] for evaluating the quality of
the textual content of the summaries generated by various models.
Table 6 shows four variants of ROUGE for the summaries generated
by ETM and and other topic and topic-sentiment models. We see
that ETM has attained the highest scores for all the variants.

Table 6: Average ROUGE scores for Mexico earthquake.

ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-3
Twitter-LDA 0.3633 0.4324 0.1785 0.1183
LDA-Agg 0.3365 0.4226 0.1597 0.0923
EMB 0.3051 0.4357 0.1447 0.0467
JST 0.3642 0.4462 0.1894 0.1178
TS 0.3538 0.4391 0.1887 0.1231
LDST 0.333 0.4183 0.1517 0.0788
BST 0.358 0.4418 0.1774 0.0946
MJST 0.3461 0.4379 0.1706 0.0897
ETM 0.4241 0.4787 0.2391 0.1652

We compare the summaries generated by ETMwith TS andMJST
in the Mexico Earthquake dataset. Figure 4 shows the summaries
generated by TS, MJST, and ETM in the first two subevents. The

Table 7: Topics covered in the first two subevents for Mexico
earthquake.

Subevent Ground Truth Topics TS MJST ETM

1

Help victim ✓ ✓ ✓

School collapsed ✓ ✓ ✓

Search for survivors ✓ ✓ ✓

Death toll ✓ ✓ ✓

2

Help victim ✓ ✓ ✓

Death toll ✓ ✗ ✓

New Earthquake ✓ ✓ ✓

Rescue with Frida ✗ ✓ ✓

Coverage 0.875 0.875 1

top 5 words of each topic are highlighted in the representative
microblog. We observe that for TS and MJST, the topics learned
are a mixture of the different subject matters, and the emotions
learned are almost evenly distributed with no clear dominant emo-
tion, which is not very useful for decision makers. One possible
reason for the indistinguishable emotional responses is because it
does not distinguish words that convey factual information from
user emotion. Hence, words conveying factual information getting
an emotion assignment result in evenly distributed emotion dis-
tributions. On the other hand, the summary generated by ETM
captures the dominant emotion for most of the ground truth topics
and the change in emotion across the topics over time, e.g., afraid
for ’search for survivors’ changes to happiness for ’rescue with Frida’.

Tables 7 and 8 show the topics and corresponding dominant emo-
tions identified by ETM, TS and MJST in the first two subevents of
the Mexico Earthquake against the ground truth topics and domi-
nant emotions obtained from human volunteers. We see that the
summary generated by our proposed ETM has the highest coverage
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(a) Summary of Mexico Earthquake by TS

(b) Summary of Mexico Earthquake by MJST

(c) Summary of Mexico Earthquake by ETM

Figure 4: Summaries generated by TS, MJST and ETM.Figure 4: Summaries generated by TS, MJST and ETM.
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Table 8: Dominant emotions in the first two subevents for
Mexico earthquake.

Subevent Dominant Emotion TS MJST ETM

1

Happy ✗ ✓ ✓

Sad ✗ ✗ ✗

Afraid ✗ ✗ ✓

Sad ✓ ✗ ✓

2

Happy ✗ ✓ ✗

Sad ✓ ✗ ✓

Afraid, Sad ✓ ✗ ✓

Happy ✗ ✗ ✓

Accuracy 0.375 0.25 0.75

of topics and is able to better capture the emotional reactions of
the users with an accuracy of 0.75.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have described an emotion-topic model called ETM
to summarize the topics and emotions of an event. The proposed
model has taken into consideration whether a word is generic,
specific or expresses the emotion of a user. A weakly supervised
learning method has been designed to capture the coherent topics
and emotional reactions as an event unfolds. Extensive experiments
onmultiple real world datasets have demonstrated that our emotion-
topic model outperforms existing topic and topic-sentiment models
in terms of PMI and KL Divergence metrics. We have also evaluated
the quality of the generated summaries against the ground truth
using ROUGE scores and showed that the event summary provided
by ETM gives better coverage of the topics and conveys more
diverse user emotions. Future work includes multi-media and multi-
platform event summarization, as well as exploring methods to
generate a new summary instead of selecting representative tweets.
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